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Abstract

Summarizing Interactive Digital Narratives001
(IDN) presents some unique challenges to ex-002
isting text summarization models especially003
around capturing interactive elements in addi-004
tion to important plot points. In this paper we005
describe the first IDN dataset (IDN-Sum) de-006
signed specifically for training and testing IDN007
text summarization algorithms. Our dataset is008
generated using random playthroughs of 8 IDN009
episodes, taken from 2 different IDN games,010
and consists of 10,000 documents. Playthrough011
documents are annotated through automatic012
alignment with fan-sourced summaries using a013
commonly used alignment algorithm. We also014
report and discuss results from experiments ap-015
plying common baseline extractive text summa-016
rization algorithms to this dataset. Qualitative017
analysis of the results reveal shortcomings in018
common annotation approaches and evaluation019
methods when applied to narrative and interac-020
tive narrative datasets. The dataset is released021
as open source for future researchers to train022
and test their own approaches for IDN text.023

1 Introduction024

Automatic summarization has often been been stud-025

ied for domains such as news and scientific reports.026

While there is some work on narratives like movies027

and books, there is limited work surrounding auto-028

matic summarization of interactive and game nar-029

ratives. Extrapolating IDN performance from news030

article summarization results is non trivial due to031

longer texts and the existence of elements like char-032

acters and plot. IDN also differs from movies and033

books due to the presence of interactivity and game034

elements that make summarisation of IDN differ-035

ent to that of general text and/or linear narratives.036

Unlike novel/movie summarization, IDN has the037

concept of choices, structure and multiple plot lines038

which also affect the relative importance of sen-039

tences. Additionally, IDN text formats vary sig-040

nificantly and can look like novels, movie scripts,041

gameplay logs, or a mixture of all three. 042

The IDN-Sum dataset is generated from fan 043

made transcripts of two narrative games, both 044

sourced from Fandom1 - Before the Storm pub- 045

lished by Square Enix and Wolf Among Us pub- 046

lished by TellTale Games. Different simulated 047

playthroughs through the game are generated by 048

implementing a ReaderBot like the one described 049

in (Millard et al., 2018), assuming a different com- 050

bination of choices for each playthrough. While 051

these two sources account for only one type of IDN 052

(narratives in the form of a Gauntlet, see section 053

3.1), it takes a step towards increasing resources 054

available for research in this area. An analysis of 055

dataset characteristics and performance of some 056

baseline summarisation methods on this dataset is 057

presented. Novel contributions of this paper are (a) 058

a new text summarization dataset for IDN (IDN- 059

Sum), with abstractive summaries for overall IDN 060

and aligned extractive summaries for multiple IDN 061

playthroughs, and (b) baseline evaluation of stan- 062

dard benchmarks on IDN-Sum and qualitative anal- 063

ysis of the predictions made by them. 064

2 Related Work 065

Most text summarization work is targeted at news, 066

academic papers and reviews. The most commonly 067

used summarisation dataset is the CNN/DailyMail 068

dataset which is a collection of news articles and 069

human written summaries (Hermann et al., 2015; 070

Nallapati et al., 2016). Summarisation datasets 071

for narratives include datasets with novel chapters 072

and corresponding human written summaries from 073

online guides, (Chaudhury et al., 2019) (Ladhak 074

et al., 2020), extractive summaries that read like 075

telegraphs(Malireddy et al., 2018), stories and sum- 076

maries from Wattpad(Zhang et al., 2019a), tran- 077

scripts and summaries of movies(Gorinski and La- 078

pata, 2015), transcripts of TV shows (Papalampidi 079

1www.fandom.com
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et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021) and subtitles (Aparí-080

cio et al., 2016). Papers on game summarisation081

are few and usually involve game logs from on-082

line games like DOTA (Barot et al., 2021; Cheong083

et al., 2008) or commentary from sports(Sandesh084

and Srinivasa, 2017). However, IDN text is typi-085

cally more similar to movie scripts or novels than086

game logs. The critical role dataset (Rameshku-087

mar and Bailey, 2020) is a dataset of transcripts088

and summaries from critial role episodes. This is089

a transcript of several voice actors playing a Ta-090

ble top role playing game and hence captures only091

one playthrough of a narrative. To the best of our092

knowledge, IDN-Sum is the first dataset for IDN093

that captures multiple playthroughs of an IDN.094

Unsupervised methods for automatic extrac-095

tive summarisation use several methods to deter-096

mine the importance of sentences including sta-097

tistical methods using features like sentence po-098

sition and TF-IDF, concept based methods that099

use external databases like WordNet, topic based100

methods to infer important topics, graph based101

methods that build intermediate graphs computed102

through metrics like semantic similarity, seman-103

tic methods using techniques like semantic role104

annotation, optimization methods that involve op-105

timising for constraints (like maximising cover-106

age or minimising redundancy) and fuzzy logic107

based methods (El-Kassas et al., 2021). Super-108

vised methods include different RNNs and Tran-109

formers, using pretrained models such as Bert for110

summarisation (Mridha et al., 2021; Liu, 2019).111

Variations of BertSum(Liu, 2019), SummaRuN-112

Ner(Nallapati et al., 2017), MatchSum(Zhong et al.,113

2020), Discobert(Xu et al., 2020), HiBert(Zhang114

et al., 2019b), Banditsum(Dong et al., 2018) and115

neusum(Zhou et al., 2018) are among the most com-116

monly used baselines for extractive summarisation117

in the past three years. However, most of these118

were designed for short documents (CNN/DM).119

Longformer(Beltagy et al., 2020) is an adpatation120

of BertSum for longer documents. There are also121

summarisation approaches that are specific to the122

narrative domain (Gorinski and Lapata, 2015; Tran123

et al., 2017; Papalampidi et al., 2020).124

3 IDN Dataset125

3.1 Methodology for Dataset Creation126

The IDN-Sum dataset consists of several simulated127

playthroughs through two narrative games - Be-128

fore the Storm and Wolf Among Us. Both of these129

are narrative games in which the choices made by 130

the player change how they experience the story. 131

Playthroughs are simulated by assuming a differ- 132

ent combination of choices each time. The script 133

that generates these playthroughs is referred to as 134

ReaderBot in this paper, following terminology 135

used in (Millard et al., 2018). Both of these have 136

what are referred to as a Gauntlet structure (Rezk 137

and Haahr, 2020) which means the story changes 138

based on player choices but then eventually all 139

paths converge back onto a common storyline mak- 140

ing a gauntlet shape. While this is not the only type 141

of IDN, they were chosen based on availability of 142

resources and smallest variation in domain from 143

existing work. 144

Fan made transcripts and summaries are scraped 145

from Fandom. The transcripts on Fandom con- 146

tains the script of the game and tabs showing how 147

the dialogue changes based on different options 148

the player might chose throughout the game. This 149

html page is parsed and different playthroughs are 150

then generated by a ReaderBot(Millard et al., 2018) 151

by choosing different combinations of options for 152

each scene. Fandom much like Wikipedia, is a 153

major community site with more than 31 million 154

registered users2. Through the authors’ own in- 155

spection, the summaries were found to be of good 156

quality. The limitations of the ReaderBot, details 157

of implementation and the game mechanics that 158

are supported are described on the Github page3. 159

There is only one human authored abstractive 160

summary per episode. We take this overall ab- 161

stractive plot summary from Fandom and produce 162

extractive summaries for each playthrough using 163

the TransformerSum4 library. This library follows 164

the method used in (Nallapati et al., 2017) to con- 165

vert abstractive summaries to extractive summaries 166

by greedily selecting extracts that maximise the 167

ROUGE score with the abstractive summary un- 168

til the sentence limit is hit or ROUGE score can- 169

not be improved. Summaries were generated with 170

target lengths of 3 (similar to CNN/DM) but also 171

longer target lengths of 9 and 27, since for narrative 172

datasets the source text and reference summaries 173

are much longer. For IDN and CRD3, we also gen- 174

erate target length of 81 since the reference sum- 175

maries for the these datasets are considerably larger 176

than 27. The human authored abstractive summary 177

2stats taken from https://community.fandom.com/wiki/Special:Statistics
3https://github.com/AshwathyTR/IDN-Sum
4https://github.com/HHousen/TransformerSum
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for each episode is also provided along with the178

dataset so that annotations can be generated using179

any alignment algorithm.180

3.2 Dataset Characteristics and Comparison181

Property CNN
DM

Novel CRD3 SB IDN

#docs 280K 4366 159 850 10K
#sents 10M 630K 524K 2M 26K
doc length 40 278 2400 2797 2290
ref length 3.8 24 141 34 72
tokens/sent 21 24 18 11 10
vocab size 681K 115K 53K 202K 10K

Table 1: Dataset Metrics: number of instances in dataset
(#docs), number of unique sentences (#sents), average
number of sentences in source text (doc length) and hu-
man authored reference summary (ref length), average
number of tokens per sentence (tokens/sent) and number
of words in vocabulary (vocab size) for each dataset

Table 1 compares IDN-Sum (IDN) with sev-182

eral other narrative datasets. The Novel Chapter183

dataset from (Ladhak et al., 2020) is included since184

it contains narrative elements like plot but is not185

as structurally different from the CNN/DM as the186

screenplay datasets. Scriptbase (SB)(Gorinski and187

Lapata, 2015) was chosen for comparison because188

the IDN text that is generated by the ReaderBot is189

very similar to screenplays. Critical Role Dataset190

(CRD3)(Rameshkumar and Bailey, 2020) was cho-191

sen since this is an example of a kind of interactive192

narrative, even though it does not show alternate193

storylines that are possible through the story world.194

The metrics for CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015;195

Nallapati et al., 2016) dataset is also shown for com-196

parison since this is a widely used dataset by the197

NLP community for text summarisation. IDN, SB198

and CRD3 datasets are structured like screenplays199

so they were preprocessed into a format that cap-200

tures the structure for consistency. The tag ’:SC:’201

was used to separate scenes, ’[EX]’ was used to de-202

note beginnings and ends of extracts and ’S0:’ was203

used to denote non dialogue sentences (narration).204

As can be observed from the table, CNN/DM205

has a lot more datapoints than the narrative datasets.206

The narrative datasets are much longer (refer length207

of source column). ScriptBase and IDN tend to208

have shorter sentences than the other datasets. The209

extractive summaries were generated using the210

alignment technique described in the last section211

Dataset no filter stop filter
CNN/DM_3 0.56 0.56
Novel_3 0.31 0.19
Novel_9 0.44 0.29
Novel_27 0.50 0.35
CRD3_3 0.19 0.18
CRD3_9 0.34 0.31
CRD3_27 0.49 0.44
CRD3_81 0.62 0.55
SB_3 0.17 0.09
SB_9 0.3 0.18
SB_27 0.45 0.31
IDN_3 0.08 0.06
IDN_9 0.18 0.14
IDN_27 0.36 0.31
IDN_81 0.56 0.49

Table 2: ROUGE1 F1 scores of automatically aligned
extractive summaries (oracle) against human authored
abstractive summaries with and without stop words. Tar-
get lens 9, 27 and 81 for CNN/DM and 81 for Novel
and SB was not generated since these target lengths are
much greater than the average length of human written
abstractive reference summaries

for target lengths 3, 9, 27 and 81 depending on 212

the average length of the reference summaries (9, 213

27 and 81 was not run for CNN/DM and 81 was 214

not run for Novel and SB datasets). The ROUGE1 215

F1 scores of the generated summary against the 216

human written summary are shown in table 2. IDN 217

has lower unique sentences and vocab size because 218

unlike other datasets, the IDN dataset has a lot of 219

overlap in text between datapoints since it contains 220

hundreds of playthroughs of each episode. Since 221

it follows the gauntlet structure, both in Before the 222

Storm and Wolf Among Us a major portion of the 223

story is present in all branches. This is illustrated 224

in figures 1 and 2. Fig 1 shows the amount of token 225

overlap between one data point in the IDN dataset 226

with all the other data points. A similar graph show- 227

ing variation in the aligned extractive summaries 228

is also shown. As can be seen in the figure, a set 229

of other data points have high overlap. These are 230

other playthroughs of the same episode where only 231

some parts of the text are different. For comparison, 232

a similar graph is shown from ScriptBase which 233

contains screenplays that are entirely unrelated to 234

each other in fig 2. In this case, all data points 235

have only a small overlap. Examples of the data 236

are shown in Appendix A. 237
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Figure 1: Variety in IDN Dataset

Figure 2: Variety in Scriptbase Dataset

4 Baseline Experiments238

4.1 Methods239

Baseline models used in this paper represent a240

good coverage of standard methods used for ex-241

tractive text summarisation today. The base-242

lines were chosen so that they include two sim-243

ple baselines, Random-N and LEAD-N, a com-244

monly used unsupervised method, TextRank (Mi-245

halcea and Tarau, 2004) and two neural network246

based methods (transformer based approaches Bert-247

Sum(Liu, 2019), Longformer(Beltagy et al., 2020)248

and an RNN based sequence model, SummaRuN-249

Ner(Nallapati et al., 2017)). Out of the popular250

baselines mentioned in section 2, SummaRuNNer251

was chosen because it was the most easily extend-252

able to longer documents. BertSum was included253

since this was the most popular baseline and varia-254

tion of it for longer documents, Longformer was in-255

cluded so that a more recent model is also included256

as a baseline. Narrative summarisation models257

mentioned in section 2 work at a scene level and258

hence return huge summaries for complete narra-259

tives/IDN’s, so these methods are not included.260

Random-N selects a random N sentences as the261

summary and Lead-N selects the first N sentences262

of the source text as its summary where N for each263

dataset is set to summary lengths 3,9,27 and 81.264

TextRank is similar to Google’s PageRank(Page265

et al., 1999) algorithm where each sentence is con-266

sidered in place of web pages. A sentence sim-267

ilarity graph is computed and used to calculate 268

importance of sentences which are then ranked ac- 269

cordingly. For supervised methods, training data 270

for extractive summarisation is generated by au- 271

tomatically aligning abstractive summaries with 272

the original text by greedily maximising ROUGE 273

scores as in (Nallapati et al., 2017). Both in case of 274

BertSum and SummaRuNNer extractive summari- 275

sation is framed as a sequence classification task 276

where text is first split into segments (sentences, in 277

this case) and then each sentence is sequentially 278

classified as either belonging to the summary or not. 279

SummaRuNNer uses a GRU-RNN based architec- 280

ture for this. We report results on two variations 281

of Summarunner - one with default document trun- 282

cation at default 100 sentences (SR) and one with 283

document truncation changed to 3000 sentences 284

(SRL) for narrative datasets that are long. BertSum 285

takes a transformer based pretrained Bert model 286

and fine-tunes it for summarisation tasks. However, 287

it is only able to handle 512 tokens as input. Since, 288

all of the narrative datasets are much bigger than 289

this, we report results on LongFormer for these as 290

well. Longformer modifies this approach for longer 291

documents using windowed attention. While there 292

is still a limitation on the number of tokens it can 293

take as input, it improves on BertSum by allowing 294

longer input sequences. Since more recent models 295

like MatchSum and DiscoBert uses an underlying 296

Bert model, they suffer from this limitation as well 297

and hence, were not included as baselines. 298

4.2 Experiment Setup 299

We use gensim5 library’s implementation of the 300

TextRank algorithm. For BertSum, we use Trans- 301

formerSum library’s6 implementation of BertSum 302

and LongFormer. At the time of running exper- 303

iments, this implementation of LongFormer sup- 304

ported upto 4096 tokens as input. SummaRuNNer 305

uses implementation from hpzao 7. First 3 episodes 306

of Wolf among us was used as training set , last 307

2 episodes of Wolf Among Us was used as vali- 308

dation and Before the storm was used as test set. 309

Using a different game for the test ensures that 310

there is no data leakage into the test set. Both mod- 311

els were trained with default parameters (except 312

for max_epochs in TransformerSum’s BertSum im- 313

plementation which was set to 10 epochs rather 314

the the default 100). Summarunner was originally 315

5https://pypi.org/project/gensim/
6https://github.com/HHousen/TransformerSum
7https://github.com/hpzhao/SummaRuNNer
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Dataset_
Length

RAND-
N

LEAD-
N

TextRank
(TR)

BertSum
(BS)

SummaRuNNer
(SR)

LongFormer
(LF)

SummaRuNNer
Long(SRL)

CnnDm_3 0.29 0.4 0.35 0.4 0.35 N/A N/A
Novel_3 0.15 0.18 0.26 0.17 0.26 0.16 0.26
Novel_9 0.28 0.29 0.34 0.28 0.33 0.3 0.35
Novel_27 0.33 0.31 0.31 0.33 0.35 0.32 0.36
CRD3_3 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.17
CRD3_9 0.07 0.09 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.31
CRD3_27 0.17 0.18 0.27 0.14 0.18 0.27 0.4
CRD3_81 0.3 0.31 0.35 0.15 0.27 0.36 0.47
SB_3 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.05 0.1 0.07 0.14
SB_9 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.1 0.18 0.16 0.27
SB_27 0.24 0.23 0.32 0.21 0.27 0.27 0.36
IDN_3 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.008 0.04 0.04 0.06
IDN_9 0.06 0.09 0.1 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.13
IDN_27 0.17 0.17 0.24 0.12 0.2 0.2 0.29
IDN_81 0.35 0.32 0.4 0.16 0.27 0.31 0.42

Table 3: ROUGE1 F1 scores against human authored abstractive summary. SummaRuNNer (long) performs best
overall. Note that Longformer (LF) and Summarunner (long) were not run for CNN/DM since these are meant for
long documents and CNN/DM documents are short.

truncates documents at 100 sentences. We report316

performance of this model for this default case (SR)317

and a variation where it accepts longer documents318

with truncation at 3000 sentences(SRL) for nar-319

rative datasets since they are longer. In the long320

version, batch size had to be reduced to 1 to fit321

GPU memory. Each summarisation method was322

run with target length 3 for each dataset. Narrative323

datasets were also run with target lengths 9 and 27324

since they have longer source documents and ref-325

erence summaries. IDN and CRD3 were also run326

with target length 81 since reference summaries are327

much larger than 27 for these datasets.328

4.3 Evaluation329

The trained models were used to make predictions330

on the test set and ROUGE scores for all models331

were evaluated using the evaluation script from332

SummaRuNNer for consistency. The option set-333

ting the limit to the first x bytes was removed. This334

script uses the pyROUGE library8. ROUGE1 F1335

score is calculated against the human authored ab-336

stractive summary with porter stemming (as com-337

monly done in papers such as (Agarwal et al.,338

2018)) for all models and datasets and is com-339

pared in Table 3.ROUGE2 F1 scores are shown in340

the Appendix C. Scores against aligned extractive341

8https://pypi.org/project/pyROUGE/

reference summaries can be found in Appendix 342

B. The best and worst summaries (according to 343

ROUGE) from the best model were also analysed 344

qualitatively. The qualitative investigations help 345

assess aspects of quality that are not captured by 346

the ROUGE scores. 347

5 Results 348

Table 3 shows the performance of the baseline mod- 349

els. SummaRunner scales for longer documents 350

and the long version (SRL) outperforms the other 351

models in all cases. Another observation is that 352

even though the narrative datasets are considerably 353

smaller than CNN/DM, the use of pretrained lan- 354

guage models does not seem to be helping. While 355

Longformer improves on performance of BertSum 356

in many cases, it does not significantly outperform 357

the truncated version of SummaRunner. In many 358

cases, truncated version of SummaRunner even per- 359

forms better in terms of ROUGE scores in spite of 360

only having access to the first 100 sentences of 361

the text, whereas Longformer has access to signifi- 362

cantly more (4096 tokens is between 200 and 400 363

sentences). Average sentence lengths for each of 364

the datasets can be seen in Table 1. A manual in- 365

spection of sample summaries was performed and 366

the results of this analysis are discussed below. 367
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5.1 Quality of aligned extractive summaries368

The ROUGE1 F1 scores of the automatically369

aligned extractive summary overlap to human au-370

thored summary is shown in table 2. The ROUGE1371

F1 for the narrative datasets at higher target lengths372

(27, 81) are comparable to that of CNN/DM at373

target length 3, which reflects the need for longer374

summaries to capture important information for375

longer narratives. Manual inspection of the origi-376

nal text and reference summaries also suggest that377

if all information in the human authored abstractive378

summary is considered equally important, it is hard379

to find sentence level extracts from the original text380

that cover all the information in case of smaller381

target lengths, especially for SB, CRD3 and IDN.382

ROUGE F1 degrades from Novel to CRD3 to383

SB to IDN, especially for lower target lengths. To384

understand this further, the best and the worst sum-385

maries for each of the datasets were examined386

manually. This revealed that since words aren’t387

weighted, many irrelevant sentences are picked up388

due to matching on common words (like charac-389

ter names) and stop words. ROUGE1 F1 scores390

for each of these datasets computed with the re-391

move stopwords argument is also shown in Table392

2 under ’stop filter’. The ROUGE scores of the393

narrative datasets degrade significantly compared394

to CNN/DM which stays approximately the same.395

This indicates the necessity of using weighted396

versions of ROUGE for alignment of narrative397

datasets, supporting findings from (Ladhak et al.,398

2020). It also shows CRD3 and Novel having399

higher scores when compared to SB and IDN. This400

can be traced to the presence of a few quotes from401

the original text in the human authored abstractive402

summaries for some instances in the Novel and403

CRD3 datasets. Since there is limited paraphras-404

ing in these sentences, they get picked up and get405

higher ROUGE scores, but since there are only a406

few of these kinds of sentences, these datasets only407

have this advantage at lower target lengths.408

It was also observed that summaries for SB had409

many sentences that are too short or are not co-410

herent without context. Due to the presence of411

narration-like sentences in the Novel and IDN412

datasets, the overall readability of the summary413

was better at lower target lengths. However, in the414

case of IDN, much of the important information415

was also embedded in dialogue and was missed in416

the same way at higher target lengths.417

Sample %relevant
(manual)

%coverage
(manual)

ROUGE1
F1

IDN(b) 0.67 0.45 0.48
IDN(w) 0.40 0.30 0.36
Novel(b) 0.77 0.76 0.67
Novel(w) 0.07 0.01 0.05
Cnn (b) 1.0 1.0 1.0
Cnn (w) 0.0 0.0 0.02

Table 4: Analysis of best and worst ROUGE1 scor-
ing generated summaries by SRL model. ’% relevant’
shows percentage of sentences in generated summary
that match the ground truth abstractive summary (man-
ual judgement used if there is a good sentence match
or not). ’% coverage’ shows percentage of sentences in
ground truth abstractive summary that match sentences
in the generated summary.

5.2 Quality of Summaries from Best Model 418

Automatic metrics to evaluate summarisation is 419

known to have many limitations (Fabbri et al., 420

2021). To get a better understanding of the qual- 421

ity of the summaries a manual inspection of the 422

best and worst summaries from the best perform- 423

ing model for a non narrative (CNN/DM), narrative 424

non interactive (Novel), and interactive narrative 425

(IDN) was performed. The best performing mod- 426

els used were BS at length 3 for CNN/DM, SRL 427

at length 27 for Novel, and SRL at length 81 for 428

IDN. For each of the sentences in the model gener- 429

ated extractive summary, if it could be matched to 430

any part of the abstractive summary it was marked 431

as relevant. The number of relevant extracts di- 432

vided by the total number of extracts is denoted 433

as %relevant in table 4. For each sentence in the 434

abstractive reference summary, if any part of the 435

sentence could be matched to any of the extracted 436

sentences it was marked as covered. The number 437

of covered sentences divided by total number of 438

sentences in the reference summary is denoted as 439

%coverage in table 4. The corresponding ROUGE1 440

F1 score is also shown in the table for comparison. 441

The ROUGE metrics seems to capture relevance 442

and coverage of sentences to some extent. The 443

difference between best and worst summaries is 444

less pronounced in case of IDN. This is because 445

of shared text between datapoints and smaller dif- 446

ferences between datapoints as discussed in sec- 447

tion 3.2. However, the manual inspection of sum- 448

maries revealed issues that were not reflected in the 449

ROUGE scores. A sentence in the reference sum- 450

mary was marked covered if any of the sentences 451
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Figure 3: Example of good quality extract

Figure 4: Example of low quality extract

in the model summary could be seen to be related452

to it. However, in most cases these sentences in453

the extractive summary do not convey all of the454

information that the corresponding parts of the ab-455

stractive reference summary do, even though both456

sets of sentences can be seen to be related. Addi-457

tionally, the inspection suggests that even though458

many relevant extracts get picked up, the quality of459

selected extracts varies in terms of readability. To460

demonstrate the range of the quality of the selected461

extracts, Fig 3 shows an example of a high quality462

snippet of model summary and fig 4 shows and463

example of a low quality one. In the first example464

the information contained in the human written sen-465

tence is captured by the retrieved extracts. In case466

of the second example however, while it can be467

inferred that they are related, the information con-468

tained in the abstractive summary is not fully con-469

veyed by the extracts and has poor readability. This470

issue is especially obvious in IDN where, due to471

its screenplay like structure, information captured472

by a single sentence in the abstractive summary is473

spread across several extracts. In CNN/DM on the474

other hand, information is presented in a concise475

way and sentences are dense with information.476

6 Discussion477

The main contribution of this piece of work is478

the generated IDN-Sum dataset. This is the first479

dataset for IDN that shows different branches that480

are possible through an interactive story. IDN is481

different from other forms of narrative text due to482

the presence of choice points that affect how the483

story unfolds. This dataset captures many different484

paths through such narratives. It is hence unique485

compared to other summarisation datasets because486

the high amount of overlapping text between data487

points. The dataset was created as a resource that 488

enables us to investigate summarisation approaches 489

for interactive and game narratives. It may also be 490

used to study how summarisation models respond 491

to small changes in text and target summary. 492

Capturing important differences between differ- 493

ent playthroughs is a significant aspect of IDN 494

summarisation. IDN is essentially a collection of 495

linked literary documents. Summarization of multi- 496

ple linked literary documents has not been studied 497

previously, although multi-document summariza- 498

tion and plot (literary) summarization have been 499

addressed separately. Unlike domains like news 500

where multi document summarization(Antognini 501

and Faltings, 2019) has been studied, IDN docu- 502

ments have a narrative structure and elements (plot, 503

protagonist, emotions, etc) which influence the 504

relative importance of sentences. The nature of 505

differences between documents is different from 506

domains like academic papers where comparative 507

summarization has been studied(He et al., 2016). 508

The differences are not solely topical and the links 509

and link texts influences what is different between 510

groups of documents. Therefore, this would also 511

be a useful resource to study new NLP problems 512

like comparative plot summarisation. 513

The dataset has 1250 playthroughs per episode 514

and 8 episodes overall, but the code and JSONs 515

for the ReaderBot will also be made available 516

on GitHub9. This can be used to generate more 517

playthroughs of the game, although they will need 518

to be modified to adapt to different games. There 519

are many types of IDN, both in terms of types of 520

text and narrative design. While it is a limitation of 521

this dataset that only one type of IDN is included, it 522

takes a step towards making resources available for 523

exploration of some aspects of IDN summarisation. 524

We also report and analyse performance of some 525

standard baseline approaches quantitatively and 526

qualitatively. In spite of a smaller number of data 527

points, much longer input documents and differ- 528

ence in domain from CNN/DM, SummaRunner 529

seems to scale for these longer documents and work 530

well across domains, when considering ROUGE 531

scores. However, manual inspection reveals sev- 532

eral drawbacks of the ROUGE metric in terms of 533

accurately reflecting summary quality. This is in 534

line with findings from similar experiments per- 535

formed on SummScreen in (Chen et al., 2021) 536

where new entity centric evaluation metrics are pro- 537

9https://github.com/AshwathyTR/IDN-Sum
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posed. Finding a good evaluation metric to assess538

summary quality is a known challenge, even in case539

of the CNN/DM dataset(Fabbri et al., 2021). For540

this reason, evaluation strategies usually include541

a human evaluation step in addition to automated542

metrics like ROUGE. However, in the case of narra-543

tive datasets, due to the large source length and rela-544

tively large reference summaries, human evaluation545

is resource intensive when compared to datasets546

like CNN/DM and more subjective since it needs to547

account for subjective aspects like coverage of plot548

points. Attempts to decrease subjectivity include549

strategies like judging the ability of the evaluator550

to answer questions about major plot points from551

the summary (Lapata, 2021). However, interac-552

tive narrative summarisation needs to account for553

interactive elements in addition to plot elements554

and important differences between playthroughs.555

Future work will augment this dataset with a simi-556

lar list of plot points and interactive elements like557

decision points that can be used for evaluation.558

The human written summaries against which559

scores are calculated summarise the entire IDN and560

represent variations between playthroughs through561

sentences like : "If Chloe goes along with Rachel,562

she will be suspended. If Chloe takes the blame563

for Rachel, she will be expelled." This means that564

in a playthrough where Chloe chose to take blame,565

there will be keywords relating explusion and in566

other branches, those relating suspension, but nei-567

ther branch will have both. Hence, even if the568

model works perfectly, it cannot get a perfect569

ROUGE score since some of the keywords in the570

abstractive summary will not be present in that571

playthrough. Paraphrasing also causes some key-572

words to not be present in the original text. While573

these are drawbacks of the automatic evaluation,574

these scores give insight into relative performance575

of models and can be put into context by consid-576

ering the score of the oracle as the upper bound577

and Random-N as the lower bound. These issues578

are mitigated by also providing ROUGE F1 scores579

against the oracle extractive reference summaries580

in Appendix B.581

The qualitative analysis of the Oracle sum-582

maries also reveals some characteristics of narra-583

tive datasets that makes it worse if only keyword584

overlap is considered. News articles are structured585

differently to narrative text and are more likely to586

have summary sentences in the original text that587

capture the important information. Important in-588

formation in narrative datasets are spread across 589

several sentences. Presence of short sentences and 590

sentences in utterances being broken up to include 591

narration-like sentences in between screenplay-like 592

text produces extracts that have high keyword over- 593

lap but are not useful or coherent. While scene- 594

level summaries might be too large, selecting multi- 595

sentence extracts instead of single sentence extracts 596

might alleviate this issue to some extent. Addition- 597

ally, sentences with many character names or short 598

sentences with character names get high ROUGE 599

scores even if they do not contain any relevant 600

information because the reference summary con- 601

tains them. A version of ROUGE that gives lower 602

weights to words that are common in the docu- 603

ment like the weighted ROUGE from(Ladhak et al., 604

2020) might do better in this regard. This study 605

indicates that several aspects of the summarisation 606

approaches that are commonly used for CNN/DM 607

need to be re-examined and potentially redesigned 608

for narrative and interactive narrative datasets, in- 609

cluding: 1) The size and nature of extracts 2) auto- 610

matic methods for conversion of abstractive sum- 611

mary to extractive summary 3) evaluation metrics 612

and methodology. Hopefully, this dataset can help 613

aid future research in these directions. 614

7 Conclusion 615

In this paper, we present the first summarisation 616

dataset for interactive narratives. This was done 617

by collecting fan made transcripts and abstractive 618

summaries from Fandom and generating simulated 619

playthroughs by assuming different combinations 620

of choices. Annotation for extractive summari- 621

sation were created automatically from the ab- 622

stractive summaries through greedy selection of 623

extracts that maximised the ROUGE score with 624

the abstractive summary. Even though narrative 625

datasets have less data and longer text, SummaRun- 626

ner with document truncation set to 3000 appears to 627

scale when considering ROUGE scores. However, 628

a qualitative analysis of generated summaries re- 629

vealed several short comings in the ROUGE metric 630

and oracle summaries suggesting that even though 631

ROUGE scores for narrative datasets are compara- 632

ble to CNN/DM, the summaries are not on the same 633

level qualitatively. We hope that this dataset can 634

be used for future research into better annotation 635

methods, evaluation strategies. and summarisation 636

approaches for interactive digital narratives. 637
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A Appendix A 814

Examples of the data are shown in this appendix. 815

Appendix A.1 shows some lines from the beginning 816

of a sample source document to be summarised. 817

The complete document is not shown here due to its 818

large size, but can be downloaded from the github 819

repository. The corresponding lines from the hu- 820

man authored abstractive summary and aligned ex- 821

tractive summary is shown in appendix A.2 and ap- 822

pendix A.3 respectively. The complete summaries 823

can be seen in the github page. 824

A.1 Example lines from preprocessed source 825

text 826

S0 : ’ [EX] :SC: S0 : Principal Wells, Rachel 827

Amber, Joyce Price enter the office. [EX] PRIN- 828

CIPAL WELLS : Ms. Price. How good of you 829

to join us. [EX] JOYCE : I’m so sorry we’re late. 830

My—my shift ran late at the diner and then...just, 831

sorry. [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : Let us proceed. 832

One of you here is new to the Blackwell disci- 833

plinary process... And the other is all too familiar 834

with it. Blackwell’s code of conduct is built upon a 835

foundation of mutual respect meant to foster an en- 836

vironment conducive to education and enrichment. 837

When that respect is violated, actions are taken. 838

When that respect is repeatedly disregarded, a more 839

consequential response is required. [EX] CHLOE 840

: (thinking) Okay, reality check time. Yesterday 841

did actually happen. I ditched school with Rachel 842

Amber. And then Rachel really did start that fire. 843

And that was after we actually agreed to run away 844

from here...right? [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : Are 845

you paying attention to me, Chloe? [EX] CHLOE : 846

Um...what? [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : Ms. Price, 847

the last time we met, an agreement was brokered. 848

Do you recall what that was? [EX] S0 : CHOICE: 849

Don’t screw up? [EX] CHLOE : Uh, don’t get in 850

trouble again? [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : Trou- 851

ble is merely the byproduct, Ms. Price. What’s at 852

issue is your attitude. [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS 853

: We agreed that you would rededicate yourself to 854
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becoming an exemplary Blackwell citizen. [EX]855

CHLOE : We did? [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : In856

the event that you were unable or unwilling to do857

so, we also agreed that it would become pertinent858

to reassess your future status at the academy. De-859

spite all this, you engaged in the following actions860

yesterday: Insubordinate language... [EX] S0 :861

CHOICE: (Trespassed on stage) [EX] PRINCIPAL862

WELLS : Disregarding posted signs about trespass-863

ing on the stage. [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS : Shall864

I continue? [EX] S0 : CHOICE: (Didn’t sabotage865

Victoria’s homework) [EX] PRINCIPAL WELLS866

: Witnesses saying you were involved in bullying867

Nathan Prescott. [EX] S0 : CHOICE: (Didn’t help868

Nathan) [EX] CHLOE : If "involved" means not869

sticking out my neck for Blackwell’s richest ass-870

child. I didn’t realize that was a crime. [EX] PRIN-871

CIPAL WELLS : Your lack of awareness does not872

absolve you of anything, Ms. Price. [EX] S0 :873

CHOICE: (Was nice to Joyce) [EX] JOYCE : Say874

what you will about my daughter, but she is not a875

bully. [EX]876

A.2 Example of human authored abstractive877

summary878

Episode 2: Brave New World begins with Rachel879

Amber and Chloe Price in Principal Wells’ office.880

Both Rachel and Chloe are questioned about their881

absence the day before. The conversation varies882

depending on how Chloe treated Joyce, if she sabo-883

taged Victoria’s homework, if she went onstage and884

smoked weed, whether she helped Nathan or not,885

and if she won or lost the backtalk against Drew (if886

she helped Nathan).887

A.3 Example lines from automatically aligned888

extractive summary889

I ditched school with Rachel Amber . [ EX ] S0890

: CHOICE : ( Did n’t sabotage Victoria ’s home-891

work ) [ EX ] PRINCIPAL WELLS : [ EX ] S0 :892

CHOICE : ( Was nice to Joyce ) [ EX ] PRINCI-893

PAL WELLS : Mr. North ’s situation requires ...894

sensitivity .895

B ROUGE1 Scores against automatically896

aligned extractive summaries897

Table 5 shows ROUGE1 scores computed against898

automatically aligned extractive summaries.899

C ROUGE2 F1 Scores against human 900

authored abstractive summaries 901

Table 6 shows ROUGE2 scores computed against 902

human authored abstarctive summaries. 903
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Dataset+Target
Length

RN LN TR BS SR LF SRL

CnnDm3 0.34 0.5 0.45 0.51 0.59 N/A N/A
Novel3 0.24 0.28 0.36 0.27 0.38 0.26 0.38
Novel9 0.38 0.38 0.42 0.38 0.42 0.41 0.43
Novel27 0.42 0.4 0.38 0.42 0.44 0.42 0.47
CRD3_3 0.11 0.14 0.23 0.1 0.11 0.19 0.68
CRD3_9 0.17 0.21 0.33 0.16 0.18 0.16 0.74
CRD3_27 0.31 0.31 0.42 0.26 0.32 0.45 0.65
CRD3_81 0.45 0.43 0.47 0.24 0.4 0.49 0.61
SB3 0.17 0.14 0.27 0.15 0.23 0.19 0.36
SB9 0.26 0.25 0.35 0.22 0.31 0.31 0.44
SB27 0.39 0.35 0.4 0.33 0.39 0.4 0.49
IDN3 0.15 0.23 0.21 0.07 0.34 0.22 0.37
IDN9 0.26 0.34 0.3 0.25 0.36 0.29 0.45
IDN27 0.39 0.41 0.4 0.34 0.44 0.4 0.50
IDN81 0.54 0.49 0.55 0.3 0.45 0.48 0.62

Table 5: ROUGE1 F1 scores against automatically aligned extractive summary

Dataset+Target
Length

RN LN TR BS SR LF SRL

CnnDm3 0.084 0.174 0.143 0.177 0.154 N/A N/A
Novel3 0.018 0.032 0.039 0.025 0.041 0.025 0.042
Novel9 0.039 0.05 0.059 0.046 0.056 0.053 0.059
Novel27 0.06 0.062 0.067 0.06 0.067 0.058 0.074
CRD3_3 0.005 0.005 0.018 0.004 0.004 0.007 0.142
CRD3_9 0.012 0.016 0.037 0.01 0.013 0.012 0.244
CRD3_27 0.031 0.03 0.067 0.024 0.038 0.119 0.265
CRD3_81 0.065 0.074 0.087 0.026 0.055 0.135 0.255
SB3 0.005 0.006 0.017 0.005 0.012 0.008 0.021
SB9 0.013 0.016 0.034 0.013 0.024 0.021 0.041
SB27 0.028 0.03 0.051 0.027 0.038 0.034 0.061
IDN3 0.004 0.011 0.009 0.002 0.011 0.009 0.016
IDN9 0.11 0.025 0.023 0.011 0.026 0.019 0.03
IDN27 0.03 0.038 0.05 0.03 0.047 0.04 0.059
IDN81 0.06 0.06 0.087 0.036 0.052 0.067 0.096

Table 6: ROUGE2 F1 scores against human authored abstractive summary
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